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Abstract. We characterize cutting arcs on fiber surfaces that produce new fiber sur-
faces, and the changes in monodromy resulting from such cuts. As a corollary, we
characterize band surgeries between fibered links and introduce an operation called
Generalized Hopf banding. We further characterize generalized crossing changes be-
tween fibered links, and the resulting changes in monodromy.
1. Introduction
A fibered link is one whose exterior fibers over S1, so that each fiber is a Seifert
surface for the link. Among the many fascinating properties of fibered links is the
ability to express their exteriors as a mapping torus, thereby allowing us to encode the
3-dimensional information about the link exterior in terms of a surface automorphism.
We will refer to this automorphism as the monodromy of the link, or of the surface. This
connection yields generous amounts of information, including geometric classification
(e.g. the link exterior is hyperbolic if and only if the surface automorphism is pseudo-
Anosov [30]), topological information (e.g. the fiber surface is the unique minimal genus
Seifert surface [4]), and methods to de-construct/re-construct fibered links [14], [29].
In addition to providing beautiful examples and visualizations of link exteriors, fibered
links are deeply connected with important areas of topology, including the Berge Con-
jecture [19, 25, 23], as well as contact geometry due to Giroux’s correspondence [10]
between open books and contact structures on 3-manifolds.
In this paper we further explore constructions of fibered links in terms of the mon-
odromy. We will generalize a very well-understood and important operation on fiber
surfaces known as Hopf plumbing (or its inverse, Hopf de-plumbing): If a fiber surface
has a Hopf plumbing summand, then cutting along the spanning arc of the Hopf annu-
lus results in another fiber surface, and this process is called Hopf de-plumbing. It is
known, for instance, that any fiber surface of a fibered link in S3 can be constructed
from a disk by a sequence of Hopf plumbings and Hopf de-plumbings [11]. Such an arc
corresponding to a Hopf plumbing can be characterized in terms of the monodromy.
We will characterize all arcs on a fiber surface cutting along which gives another fiber
surface. This will lead naturally to the construction of a generalized Hopf banding, and
we will leverage our results to relate to two other crucially important operations: band
surgeries, and generalized crossing changes. We will complete the characterization of
band surgeries between fibered links, and (generalized) crossing changes between fibered
links.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide definitions and background
for the tools we will use. In Section 3 we study the result of cutting a fiber along an arc,
and prove:
Theorem 1. Let L be a fibered (oriented) link with fiber F , monodromy h (which is
assumed to be the identity on ∂F ), and suppose α is a properly embedded arc in F .
Let F ′ be the surface obtained by cutting F along α, and the resulting (oriented) link
L′ = ∂F ′. The surface F ′ is a fiber for L′ if and only if itotal(α) = 1 (that is, when α is
clean and alternating, or once-unclean and non-alternating).
We also characterize the resulting changes in monodromy, see Corollary 6. (See Section
2 for the definition of itotal(α).)
By [28, 15, 6], it is known that if a coherent band surgery increases the Euler charac-
teristic of a link, then the band can be isotoped onto a taut Seifert surface. Hence, such
a band surgery between fibered links corresponds to cutting the fiber surface. When a
coherent band surgery changes the Euler characteristic of a link by at least two, such
a band surgery is characterized by Kobayashi [20] (see Theorems 8 and 9). In Section
4, we introduce generalized Hopf banding and give a characterization of the remaining
case.
Theorem 2. Suppose L and L′ are links in S3, and L′ is obtained from L by a coherent
band surgery and χ(L′) = χ(L) + 1.
(1) Suppose L is a fibered link. Then L′ is a fibered link if and only if the fiber F for
L is a generalized Hopf banding of a Seifert surface F ′ for L′ along b.
(2) Suppose L′ is a fibered link. Then L is a fibered link if and only if a Seifert surface
F for L is a generalized Hopf banding of the fiber F ′ for L′ along b.
As an application, we characterize band surgeries on torus links T (2, p), or connected
sums of those, that produce fibered links (Corollaries 2 and 4). In the forthcoming
paper [3], we use this to completely characterize an important biological operation: the
unlinking of DNA molecules by a recombinase system.
In Section 5, we consider arc-loops, which are loops around arcs, and characterize
Dehn surgeries along arc-loops preserving a fiber surface, using results of Ni [24] about
surgeries on knots in trivial sutured manifolds.
Theorem 3. Suppose F is a fiber surface in a 3-manifold M and c is an α-loop (a
loop around an arc α). Suppose that γ is a non-trivial slope on c, and that N(γ) is the
manifold obtained from M via the γ-surgery on c. Then F is a fiber surface in N(γ) if
and only if
(1) α is clean and γ = i∂(α) +
1
n
for some integer n, or
(2) α is once-unclean and γ = i∂(α).
(See Section 2 for the definition of i∂(α).)
By [28, 20], crossing changes between fibered links with different Euler characteris-
tics are understood. In Section 6, we investigate the remaining case and characterize
when fibered links of the same Euler characteristic are related by crossing changes and
generalized crossing changes.
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Theorem 4. Suppose a link L′ is obtained from a fibered link L in S3 with fiber F by a
crossing change, and χ(L′) = χ(L). Then L′ is a fibered link if and only if the crossing
change is a Stallings twist or an ε-twist along an arc α in F , where α is once-unclean
and alternating with i∂(α) = −ε.
Theorem 5. Suppose L and L′ are fibered links in S3 related by a generalized crossing
change with χ(L) = χ(L′). Then the generalized crossing change is an n-twist around
an arc α, and one of the following holds:
(1) α is clean and non-alternating,
(2) n = ±2, and α is clean and alternating with i∂(α) = −n/2, or
(3) n = ±1, and α is once-unclean and alternating with i∂(α) = −n.
The generalized crossing change of (1) in Theorem 5 implies a Stallings twist of type
(0, 1) (see Theorem 8). For the generalized crossing change of (2) in Theorem 5, the
crossing circle links a plumbed Hopf annulus and the ±2-twist reverses the direction of
twist in the Hopf annulus (see Theorem 10). The resulting changes in monodromy for
(3) of Theorem 5 are characterized in Corollary 5.
In Section 7, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 3.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Surfaces.
Definition. A Seifert surface F for a link L is taut if it maximizes Euler characteristic
over all Seifert surfaces for L. We say the Euler characteristic for the link is χ(L) = χ(F )
if F is taut.
Definition (see [13]). Let α, β be two oriented arcs properly embedded in an oriented
surface F which intersect transversely. At a point p ∈ α∩β, define ip to be ±1 depending
on whether the orientation of the tangent vectors (Tpα, Tpβ) agrees with the orientation
of F or not. If α and β intersect minimally over all isotopies fixing the boundary
pointwise, then the following are well-defined:
(1) The geometric intersection number, ρ(α, β) :=
∑
p∈α∩β∩int(F ) |ip|, is the number of
intersections (without sign) between α and β in the interior of F .
(2) The boundary intersection number, i∂(α, β) :=
1
2
∑
p∈α∩β∩∂F ip, is half the sum of
the oriented intersections at the boundaries of the arcs.
(3) The total intersection number, itotal(α, β) := ρ(α, β) + |i∂(α, β)|, is the sum of the
(unoriented) interior intersections between α and β, and the absolute value of half
the sum of the boundary intersections between the two arcs.
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(4) If F is a fiber surface with monodromy h, then we define ρ(α) := ρ(α, h(α)), and
i∂(α) := i∂(α, h(α)), and itotal(α) := itotal(α, h(α)).
Definition (see [9]). Let Fi ⊂ Mi, for i = 1, 2, be compact oriented surfaces in the
closed, oriented 3-manifolds Mi. Then F ⊂M1#M2 = M is a Murasugi sum of F1 and
F2 if
M = (M1 r int(B1)) ∪S2 (M2 r int(B2)), for 3-balls Bi with S
2 = ∂B1 = ∂B2,
and for each i,
S2 ∩ Fi is a 2n-gon, and (Mi r int(Bi)) ∩ F = Fi.
When n = 2, this is known as a plumbing of F1 and F2. Further, when n = 2 and one
of the surfaces, say F2 is a Hopf annulus, this is known as a Hopf plumbing.
2.2. Sutured manifolds.
Definition (see [7, 27, 12]). A sutured manifold, (N, γ), is a compact 3-manifold N , with
a set γ ⊂ ∂N of mutually disjoint annuli, A(γ), and tori, T (γ), satisfying the orientation
conditions below. (We will only consider the case when T (γ) = ∅.) Call the core curves
of the annuli A(γ) the sutures, and denote them s(γ). Let R(γ) = ∂N rA(γ).
(1) Every component of R(γ) is oriented, and R+(γ) (respectively, R−(γ)) denotes
the union of the components whose normal vectors point out of (resp., into) N .
(2) The orientations of R±(γ) are consistent with the orientations of s(γ).
We will often simplify notation and write (N, s(γ)) in place of (N, γ).
Definition (see [7, 27, 12]). We say that a sutured manifold (N, γ) is a trivial sutured
manifold if it is homeomorphic to (F × I, ∂F × I), for some compact, bounded surface
F , with R+(γ) = F × {1}, R−(γ) = F × {0}, and A(γ) = ∂F × I.
Definition (see [7, 27, 12]). Suppose F is a Seifert surface for an oriented link L in a
manifold M . Then (n(F ), L) = (F × I, ∂F × {12}) is a trivial sutured manifold. We call
(M r n(F ), L) the complimentary sutured manifold.
Definition (see [7, 27, 12]). A properly embedded disk D in (N, γ) is a product disk
if ∂D ∩ A(γ) consists of two essential arcs in A(γ). A product decomposition is an
operation to obtain a new sutured manifold (N ′, γ′) from a sutured manifold (N, γ) by
decomposing along an oriented product disk (see [7]). We denote this
(N, γ)
D
❀ (N ′, γ′).
The following definition and theorem are due to Wu [31]. (Wu’s definition is slightly
more general, but we will only need the special case described here.)
Definition ([31]). Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, and let γ be a
collection of essential simple closed curves in ∂M . An n-compressing disk (with respect
to γ) is a compressing disk for ∂M which intersects γ in n points; also call a compressing
disk for ∂M r γ a 0-compressing disk.
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Theorem 6 ([31]). Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, let γ be a collection
of essential simple closed curves in ∂M , and let J be a simple closed curve in ∂M disjoint
from γ. Suppose that ∂M r γ is compressible. Let M ′ be the result of attaching a 2-
handle to M along J . If ∂M ′ is n-compressible, then ∂M rJ is k-compressible for some
k ≤ n.
Conventions. Let us establish some informal conventions to aid in visualization:
(1) F × [0, 1] will refer to a product where the [0, 1] component is ‘vertical’, with F ×{0}
on the ‘top’, and F × {1} on the ‘bottom’.
(2) Correspondingly, the orientation of F will be such that F × {0} corresponds to the
‘positive’ side of F .
(3) [0, 1] × D will refer to a product where the [0, 1] component is ‘horizontal’, with
{0} ×D on the ‘left’, and {1} ×D on the ‘right’.
(4) A fibered link complement will be thought of as arising from a mapping torus (F ×
[0, 1])/h, where h : F × {1} → F × {0}, so that the product disk determined by α
and h(α) will emanate ‘downwards’ from α in F × {1}, and ‘upwards’ from h(α) in
F × {0}.
3. Cutting arcs in fiber surfaces
In this section we will give a direct proof of Theorem 1. See Section 7 for an alternative
proof using Ni’s result [24]. Let L be a fibered (oriented) link in a manifold M with
fiber F , monodromy h (which is assumed to be the identity on ∂F ), and suppose α is
a properly embedded arc in F . Assume α and h(α) have been isotoped in F , fixing the
endpoints, to intersect minimally. If the endpoints of h(α) emanate to opposite sides of
α, then |i∂(α)| = 1. In this case, α is called alternating. Otherwise, |i∂(α)| = 0, and α
is called non-alternating. If ρ(α) = 0, then α is said to be clean. If ρ(α) = n > 0, α is
said to be n-unclean. (See Figure 1.)
αh(α)
‘
clean and
non-alternating
αh(α)
clean and
alternating
αh(α)
once-unclean and
non-alternating
αh(α)
once-unclean and
alternating
Figure 1
Remark 1. If the arc α is fixed by the monodromy, then h(α) can be isotoped to have
interior disjoint from α, so this is a special case of a clean, non-alternating arc.
Let F ′ be the surface obtained by cutting F along α, and call the resulting (oriented)
link L′ = ∂F ′. We now restate Theorem 1.
Thereom 1. The surface F ′ is a fiber for L′ if and only if itotal(α) = 1 (that is, when
α is clean and alternating, or once-unclean and non-alternating).
Consider the fiber F , and a small product neighborhood n(F ) = F × I. This is a
trivial sutured manifold, (n(F ), ∂F ). Let D− be the product disk α × I. Now, because
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∂D′+
↑
Figure 2. The sutured manifold (N1, ∂F
′). The boundary of the mod-
ified disk ∂D′+ reflects the pattern of the product disk D+.
F is a fiber for L, the complementary sutured manifold (M r n(F ), ∂F ) is also trivial.
Let D+ be the product disk determined by α ⊂ F × {1} and h(α) ⊂ F × {0}, properly
embedded in M r n(F ). As D− is a product disk for (n(F ), ∂F ), we may decompose
along this disk to get another trivial sutured manifold, namely (n(F ′), ∂F ′).
Recall that the manifold n(F ′) was obtained by removing a small product neigh-
borhood of D−, say [0, 1] × D− = [0, 1] × (α × [0, 1]), from n(F ). Let B be the ball
[−1, 2]× (α× [−1, 1]). Now, attach to (n(F ′), ∂F ′) the 1-handle ([−1, 2]× (α× [−1, 0])),
(attached along ([−1, 0]× (α×{0})) and ([1, 2]× (α×{0}))). Call the resulting sutured
manifold (N1, ∂F
′) (see Figure 2). We will refer to (F ′ × {1}) ⊂ ∂N1 as ∂−N1, and
∂N1 r ((F ′ × {1}) ∪ (∂F ′ × I)) as ∂+N1.
Now, we can modify D+ to a new disk D
′
+ in M rN1 as follows:
(1) Let D˜+ = D+ rB. Note that h(α) corresponds, through vertical projection in
B, to arcs in ({−1}× (α× [−1, 0]))∪ ([−1, 2]× (α×{−1}))∪ ({2}× (α× [−1, 0])).
(2) Extend the sub-arc α× {1} of D˜+ through vertical projection in B to α× {0}.
Lemma 1. The co-core of the 1-handle is the unique non-separating disk in N1 disjoint
from the sutures. Furthermore, every product disk in (N1, ∂F
′) can be made disjoint
from this disk.
Proof. Let D be the co-core of the 1-handle, and suppose D′ is either (A) a distinct
non-separating compressing disk disjoint from ∂F ′ or (B) a product disk for the sutured
manifold; in either case chosen so as to minimize |D ∩ D′|. Suppose l were a loop of
intersection innermost in D. Then l bounds a subdisk D˜ of D and a subdisk D˜′ of D′.
These two disks co-bound a sphere, which then bounds a 3-ball because N1 is irreducible.
This sphere provides a means of isotoping D˜′ to D˜, which reduces the number of loops
in D ∩D′, contradicting minimality. Thus, we may suppose that D ∩D′ consists only
of arcs. In this case, an outermost arc in D provides a boundary compression of D′,
separating D′ into two disks. At least one of these disks is a disk of the same type as D′
(i.e., (A) or (B) above), but which intersects D fewer times than D′, again contradicting
minimality.
So we may assume now that D′ ∩D = ∅. Hence, we may isotope D′ completely off
of the 1-handle. In case (B), this establishes the second statement. In case (A), either
D′ is a compressing disk for F ′ × {0} in F ′ × I, or it is boundary parallel to a disk in
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F ′ × {0}. Neither of these is possible since D′ is non-separating, which establishes the
first statement. 
Now, we attach a 2-handle to N1 along a neighborhood of ∂D
′
+. Call the resulting
sutured manifold (N2, ∂F
′), and keep track of the attaching annulus, A = n(∂D′+), on
the one hand thought of as contained in the boundary of N1, and on the other hand con-
sidered to be properly embedded in N2. Observe that since D+ was a product disk for
the trivial sutured manifold (M r n(F ), ∂F ) which is homeomorphic to N1, attaching
the 2-handle along ∂D′+ results in the same manifold as decomposing (M r n(F ), ∂F )
along D+. Furthermore, the sutures in (M rN2, ∂F
′) can be slid along D′+, and can
be seen to agree with the result of this decomposition. Therefore, as a sutured mani-
fold, (M rN2, ∂F
′) is the same as the result of decomposing (M r n(F ), ∂F ) along the
product disk D+, and is thus a trivial sutured manifold.
We conclude then that F ′ is a fiber in a fibration for L′ if and only if (N2, ∂F
′) is
trivial.
Remark 2. We remind the reader that (N1, ∂F
′) is simply constructed from (n(F ′), ∂F ′)
by attaching a 1-handle along F ′ × {0}, and that (N2, ∂F
′) is constructed by attaching
a 2-handle to (N1, ∂F
′).
Lemma 2. If (N2, ∂F
′) is trivial, then there exists a compressing disk for (N1, ∂F
′),
disjoint from the sutures, which intersects the boundary of D′+ exactly once.
Proof. Begin with a maximal collection D of product disks for (N1, ∂F
′) that are disjoint
from ∂D′+. By Lemma 1, these disks can also be taken disjoint from the 1-handle of
N1. Since these will also be product disks for (N2, ∂F
′), the result of attaching the
2-handle along ∂D′+ after this decomposition will be trivial if and only if (N2, ∂F
′) is
trivial. Further, the result of decomposing (N1, ∂F
′) along the collection D is still a
surface cross an interval, with a 1-handle attached. Thus, without loss of generality, we
may assume the (N1, ∂F
′) has no product disks disjoint from ∂D′+.
If F ′ were a disk, then (N1, ∂F
′) would be a solid torus. In this case, ∂D′+ must
intersect the co-core of the 1-handle exactly once, else (N2, ∂F
′) would be a punctured
lens space, and not a trivial sutured manifold.
Let us then assume that F ′ is not a disk. It follows that there is an essential product
disk in (N2, ∂F
′). A product disk intersects the sutures in two points, so by Theorem 6,
there must be a compressing disk D in (N1, ∂F
′) with boundary disjoint from ∂D′+, and
intersecting the sutures in at most two points. The disk D cannot intersect the sutures in
two points, or else it would be a product disk for (N1, ∂F
′) disjoint from ∂D′+, contrary
to the maximality condition of the initial collection of product disks. Further, it is not
possible that D intersect the sutures in just one point, since the sutures are separating
in ∂N2. Thus, D is a compressing disk disjoint from ∂D
′
+ and the sutures.
If D were non-separating, then Lemma 1 says that D would be the co-core of the
1-handle. But then, ∂D′+, being disjoint from D, could be isotoped completely off of
the 1-handle, so that D′+ would be a compressing disk for F
′×{0} in M r n(F ′), which
cannot occur in a trivial sutured manifold.
Hence, D is a separating disk. By an outermost arc argument similar to the proof
of Lemma 1, we can show that D may be assumed to be disjoint from the co-core of
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the 1-handle. Since D cannot be a compressing disk for F ′ × I, it must be that ∂D is
essential in ∂+N1, but not in F
′ × {0}. Hence, D is parallel to a disk D∂ in F
′ × {0},
which must contain both feet of the 1-handle.
In this case, the region between D and D∂ , together with the 1-handle again forms a
solid torus, and ∂D′+ must intersect the co-core of the 1-handle exactly once, lest there
be a punctured lens space in a trivial sutured manifold.

Proof of Theorem 1. Combining the results of Lemmas 1 and 2, we see that if F ′ is a
fiber for L′, then |∂D∩∂D′+| = 1. Since ∂D
′
+ reflects the product disk D+, and therefore
the pattern of α and h(α) on F , this shows that α must be either alternating and clean,
or non-alternating and once-unclean.
Conversely, we know that if α were alternating and clean, then F ′ would be the fiber
of a fibration for L′. Thus, it remains to show that if α is non-alternating and once-
unclean, then (N2, ∂F
′) is trivial. This is shown by observing that in this case, ∂D and
∂D′+ form a canceling pair. The sutured manifold (N2, ∂F
′) is the result of attaching the
1-handle with co-core D to (F ′ × I, ∂F ′), and then a 2-handle along ∂D′+. As these are
canceling handles, disjoint from the sutures, this is equivalent to doing neither, so that
(N2, ∂F
′) ∼= (F ′ × I, ∂F ′), which is clearly a product sutured manifold. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1. 
Remark 3. Observe that if F ′ is not a fiber surface, this does not necessarily imply that
L′ is not fibered. It is possible that L′ fibers with a different surface as a fiber. We
combine our results with those of Kobayashi to address this question when the manifold
M is a rational homology 3-sphere in Section 4.
4. Characterization of band surgeries on fibered links
In this section we will characterize band surgeries. Throughout this section, L and L′
are oriented links in a manifold M related by a coherent band surgery along a band b.
More precisely, b is an embedding [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M such that b−1(L) = [0, 1] × {0, 1},
b−1(L′) = {0, 1} × [0, 1], and L and L′ are the same as oriented sets except on b([0, 1] ×
[0, 1]). For simplicity, we use the same symbol b to denote the image b([0, 1] × [0, 1]).
Since the numbers of components of L and L′ differ by 1, their Euler characteristics will
never be equal. By [28, 15, 6], there exists a taut Seifert surface F for L or L′, say L,
such that F contains b, and so χ(L′) > χ(L).
Theorem 7 ([28, 15, 6]). Suppose L and L′ are links in S3. Then χ(L′) > χ(L) if and
only if L has a taut Seifert surface F containing b.
Suppose L is a fibered link. Then F is a fiber surface for L, and the band b is contained
in F . Call α := b({12} × [0, 1]) the spanning arc of the band. The surface F
′, which is
obtained by cutting F along α, can be regarded as a Seifert surface for L′ by moving F ′
slightly along b. Note that α is fixed by the monodromy of F if and only if F ′ is a split
union of two fiber surfaces, i.e. L is a connected sum of the components of the split
link L′. Kobayashi characterized band surgeries in the case that χ(L′) > χ(L) + 1. By
Kobayashi [20] and Yamamoto [32], we have the following:
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Theorem 8. Suppose L is a fibered link in S3. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(1) χ(L′) > χ(L) + 1.
(2) F ′ is a pre-fiber surface.
(3) There exists a disk D such that the intersection of D and F is a disjoint union of
∂D and α, and ∂D is essential in F (hence Stallings twists of type (0, 1) can be
performed).
(4) α is clean and non-alternating but not fixed by the monodromy.
See [20] for the definition of pre-fiber surfaces. Moreover Kobayashi showed the fol-
lowing:
Theorem 9 ([20]). Suppose F is a fiber surface and F ′ is pre-fiber surface, then the
band b is “type F” with respect to F ′.
See [21] for the definition of type F. He also characterized pre-fiber surfaces for fibered
links in [20, Theorem 3] and for split links in [21, Theorem 3]. In particular, together
with Theorem 8 and [20, Theorem 3], Theorem 9 gives a complete characterization of
band surgeries between fibered links L and L′ with χ(L′) > χ(L) + 1.
Proof of Theorem 8.
(1)⇒(2) See Kobayashi [20, Theorem 2.1].
(2)⇒(1) If F ′ is a pre-fiber surface, then, by the definition of pre-fiber surfaces, it is
compressible, and so χ(L′) > χ(F ′) = χ(F ) + 1 = χ(L) + 1.
(2)⇒(3) This follows from Theorem 9 and the definition of type F.
(3)⇔(4) See Yamamoto [32, Lemma 3.4].
(4)⇒(2) See Kobayashi [20, Proposition 4.5]. 
For the remaining case, we will characterize band surgeries between L and L′ with
χ(L′) = χ(L) + 1. In this case, F is a fiber surface. By Theorem 1, then F ′ is a
fiber surface for L′ if and only if α is clean and alternating, or once-unclean and non-
alternating. We will translate these conditions of the arc α into conditions of the band
b.
4.1. Hopf banding and generalized Hopf banding. First we show that if the span-
ning arc of a band surgery is a clean alternating arc, then the band surgery corresponds
to a Hopf plumbing. If F is obtained by plumbing of a surface F ′′ and a Hopf annulus A,
then F is obtained by attaching a band Ar F ′′ to F ′′, and so we call F a Hopf banding
of F ′′ along Ar F ′′. While known for some time, proofs of the following theorem can
be found in Sakuma [26], or Coward and Lackenby [5, Theorem 2.3]:
Theorem 10. Suppose F is a fiber surface. Then F is a Hopf banding of F ′ if and only
if α is clean and alternating. More precisely, the Hopf annulus of the Hopf banding has
a right-handed twist or left-handed twist, depending on whether i∂(α) = 1 or i∂(α) = −1
(see Figure 3).
Next we introduce “generalized Hopf banding”, which corresponds to a once-unclean
non-alternating arc. We remark that a clean alternating arc α can be moved to be non-
alternating by adding an unnecessary intersection point with h(α). Hence we can say
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αh(α)
α
h(α)
i∂(α) = 1 i∂(α) = −1
Figure 3. Left- and right-handed Hopf bandings of a surface.
that the band surgery for a once-unclean non-alternating arc is a generalization of Hopf
banding.
Definition. Let ℓ be an arc in F ′ such that ℓ has a single self-intersection point and
ℓ ∩ ∂F ′ = ∂ℓ. Let b be a once-overlapped band over F ′ such that b([0, 1] × {12}) is
parallel to ℓ, see Figure 4. If the surface F is obtained by attaching b to F ′, we call F a
ℓ
α
← β1
← β3β5 →
⇒
Figure 4. Generalized Hopf banding.
generalized Hopf banding of F ′ along b.
Example. By generalized Hopf banding of a Hopf annulus, we can obtain two different
3-component fibered links (see Figure 5).
Note that, for each arc in F ′ having a self intersection point, we have two choices of
generalized bandings depending on the overlapped sides. Moreover, any Hopf banding is
a generalized Hopf banding for ℓ whose self intersection point is removable by isotopies
in F ′. Then we have the following:
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⇓ ⇓
Figure 5. Generalized Hopf banding of Hopf annulus.
Theorem 11. Suppose F is a fiber surface. Then F is not a Hopf banding but a
generalized Hopf banding of F ′ if and only if the spanning arc α is once-unclean and
non-alternating.
Proof. Suppose F is a generalized Hopf banding of F ′ along a band b. Let b′ : [0, 1] ×
[0, 1] → F be a projection of b : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M into F ′, and put Ii := [
i
5 ,
i+1
5 ]
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. We may assume that b′([0, 1] × {12}) = ℓ and b
′|I1×[0,1](
s+1
5 , t) =
b′|I3×[0,1](
4−t
5 , s) for (s, t) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], and so the self intersection of ℓ is b
′( 310 ,
1
2) =
b′( 710 ,
1
2). We also assume that b(
7
10 ,
1
2) is over b(
3
10 ,
1
2). Let β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 be arcs in F
(β1, β3, β5 ⊂ b([0, 1] × [0, 1]) and β2, β4,⊂ F
′) defined by the following (see Figure 4):
β1 := {b(s,
1− 2s
3
) | 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2
}
β2 := {b
′(s,
1
3
) | 0 ≤ s ≤
3
10
} ∪ {b′(s,
1
2
) |
11
15
≤ s ≤ 1}
β3 := {b(s,
1
2
) | 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}
β4 := {b
′(s,
2
3
) | 0 ≤ s ≤
3
10
} ∪ {b′(s,
1
2
) | 0 ≤ s ≤
2
3
}
β5 := {b(s,
2 + 2s
3
) | 0 ≤ s ≤
1
2
}
Set β := β1 ∪ β2 ∪ β3 ∪ β4 ∪ β5. Then h(α) is isotopic to β in F , since β is a proper arc
in F with ∂β = ∂α and α∪ β bounds a disk in the complement of F . The end points of
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β emanate to the same side of α and int(α) ∩ int(β) = b(12 ,
1
2). Now b is not the band
of a Hopf banding, and so α is not clean alternating by Theorem 10. Therefore α is
once-unclean and non-alternating.
Suppose now that α is once-unclean and non-alternating. Set β := h(α). Then β is
divided into five arcs β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 by cutting along b({0, 1}×[0, 1]) so that βi connects
βi−1 and βi+1 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, β0 = β6 = α. We may assume that β1, β3, β5 are
represented as above. Set ℓ′ := β2 ∪ {b(0, s) |
1
3 ≤ s ≤
2
3} ∪ β4. The arc ℓ
′ attaches to
∂F ′ at {b(0, s) | 13 ≤ s ≤
2
3}. We have an arc ℓ with a single self intersection point by
moving ℓ′ slightly into the interior of F ′. Then F is a generalized Hopf banding of F ′
for ℓ, and not a Hopf banding by Theorem 10. 
4.2. Generalized Hopf banding for fiber surfaces. It is well known that a Hopf
banding is a fiber surface if and only if the original surface is a fiber surface. In general
a resulting surface of a Murasugi sum is a fiber surface if and only if the summands are
both fiber surfaces [8, 9]. We have a similar result for generalized Hopf bandings.
Theorem 12. Suppose F and F ′ are surfaces such that F is a generalized Hopf banding
of F ′. Then F is a fiber surface if and only if F ′ is a fiber surface.
Proof. One direction follows from Theorems 1, 10, and 11.
We will show that if F ′ is a fiber surface, then the complimentary sutured manifold
(M r n(F ), ∂F ) is trivial, and so F is a fiber surface. As in the proof of Theorem 11,
α ∪ β bounds a disk in the complement of F . From the disk, we have the product disk
D for (M r n(F ), ∂F ). Note that n(F ) is obtained from n(F ′) by attaching a 1-handle
n(b). Since int(α) intersects int(β) at a point, and β emanates away from α in the same
direction at both endpoints of α, ∂D intersects a co-core of the 1-handle at a point, and
so D cancels the 1-handle. Then (M r n(F ), ∂F ) is decomposed into (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′)
by D, i.e.
(M r n(F ), ∂F )
D
❀ (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′).
Since F ′ is a fiber surface, (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′) is a trivial sutured manifold, and so
(M r n(F ), ∂F ) is also trivial. Hence F is a fiber surface. 
By Theorems 1, 10, 11, and 12, we have the following:
Theorem 13. (1) Suppose F is a fiber surface, and b is a band in F such that b∩∂F =
b([0, 1] × {0, 1}). Set F ′ := F r b. Then F ′ is a fiber surface if and only if F is a
generalized Hopf banding of F ′ along b.
(2) Suppose F ′ is a fiber surface and b is a band attached to F ′, i.e. b∩F ′ = b({0, 1}×
[0, 1]) ⊂ ∂F ′. Set F := F ′ ∪ b. Then F is a fiber surface if and only if F is a generalized
Hopf banding of F ′ along b.
Theorem 7 implies that any coherent band surgery on links can be regarded as an
operation of cutting a taut Seifert surface along the band. Then as a translation of
Theorem 13, we have proven Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose L and L′ are links in S3, and L′ is obtained from L by a coherent
band surgery and χ(L′) = χ(L) + 1.
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(1) Suppose L is a fibered link. Then L′ is a fibered link if and only if the fiber F for
L is a generalized Hopf banding of a Seifert surface F ′ for L′ along b.
(2) Suppose L′ is a fibered link. Then L is a fibered link if and only if a Seifert surface
F for L is a generalized Hopf banding of the fiber F ′ for L′ along b.
It is well known that any automorphism of a surface can be represented by a compo-
sition of Dehn twists. Let F be a fiber surface with monodromy h. Honda, Kazez, and
Matic [16] showed the following:
Lemma 3. [16, Lemma 2.5] Suppose h is a composition of right hand Dehn twists along
circles in F . Then h is right-veering, i.e. any arc α in F is alternating, or else h(α) is
isotopic to α in F (α is non-alternating and clean). In other words, i∂(α, h(α)) = 1 if
h(α) is not isotopic to α.
Remark that h(α) is isotopic to α if and only if there exists a 2-sphere S such that
S ∩ F = α. If we assume additionally that ∂F is prime, then any essential arc in F is
alternating. We will discuss the case where ∂F is composite in Subsection 4.4.
Suppose a fiber surface F with monodromy h is obtained by plumbing of two surfaces
F1 and F2, where F1 is a Hopf annulus with left hand twist. Let C be a core circle of F1.
We denote by tC the right hand Dehn twist along C. Then (t
−1
C ◦h)|F2 is isotopic to the
monodromy for F2. Hence if F is obtained from a disk in S
3 by successively plumbing
Hopf annuli with right hand twist, then h is a composition of right hand Dehn twists.
By Theorem 2 (1) and Lemma 3, we have the following:
Corollary 1. Let L be an oriented link in S3 with fiber F such that F is obtained from
a disk by successively plumbing Hopf annuli with right hand twists (or by successively
plumbing Hopf annuli with left hand twists). Suppose L′ is a link obtained from L by a
coherent band surgery and χ(L′) = χ(L) + 1. Then L′ is a fibered link if and only if F
is a Hopf banding of a Seifert surface F ′ for L′ along b.
Remark 4. Baader and Dehornoy have just announced a similar result in [1].
4.3. Band surgeries on (2, p)-torus link. Let D1 and D2 be disjoint disks in a plane.
Let b1, . . . , bp be pairwise disjoint bands, each with a left hand half twist, connecting the
two disks. Set F := D1 ∪D2 ∪ b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp. Then F is a fiber surface for the (2, p)-torus
link T (2, p) (with parallel orientation if p is even) (see Figure 6). Let b be a band in F ,
Figure 6. Fiber surface for (2, 9)-torus knot
and set F ′ := F r b, L′ := ∂F ′. Since F is obtained from D1 ∪D2 ∪ b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp−1 by
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plumbing a Hopf annulus with a left hand twist along bp−1 (or its spanning arc), F is
obtained from a disk D1∪D2∪ b1 by successively plumbing (p− 1) Hopf annuli with left
hand twists. Then, by Corollary 1, L′ is fibered if and only if F is a Hopf banding of F ′
along b.
Corollary 2. Suppose L′ is obtained from L = T (2, p) by a coherent band surgery along
b, where p ≥ 2, and χ(L′) > χ(L). Then L′ is fibered if and only if the band b can be
moved into D1 (and also D2) so that F r b is connected. In particular, if we assume L
′
is a prime (resp. composite) fibered link, then L′ is T (2, p − 1) (resp. a connected sum
T (2, p1)#T (2, p2) of T (2, p1) and T (2, p2), where p1 and p2 are positive integers with
p1, p2 > 1 and p1 + p2 = p). Moreover, the band is unique up to isotopy fixing L as a
set if L′ = T (2, p− 1) or T (2, p1)#T (2, p2) and either p1 or p2 is odd, and there are two
bands up to isotopy fixing L as a set if both p1 and p2 are even (L
′ is a 3-component
link), but they are the same up to homeomorphism.
Remark 5. By Murasugi [22], |σ(L) − σ(L′)| ≤ 1 for two links L,L′ which are related
by a coherent band surgery, where σ means the signature. Since χ(T (2, p)) = 2− p and
σ(T (2, p)) = 1 − p, χ(L) + 1 = σ(L) ≥ σ(L′) − 1 ≥ χ(L′) if L = T (2, p). Then the
assumption χ(L′) > χ(L) in Corollary 2 becomes χ(L′) = χ(L)+1. Remark that we can
regard T (2, p− 1) as T (2, p1)#T (2, p2) for p1 = p− 1 and p2 = 1 since T (2, 1) is trivial.
Proof. Suppose that b is contained in F , disjoint from b1, . . . , bp, and does not separate
F . We will prove that F ′ is fibered, and that the band is unique up to the operations
mentioned. Say b is contained in D1, and b splits D1 into two disks with pi bands of
b1, . . . , bp (i = 1, 2), where p1 and p2 are positive integers with p1 + p2 = p. Then L
′
is a connected sum T (2, p1)#T (2, p2) of T (2, p1) and T (2, p2) which is a fibered link.
Moreover two such bands in F are related by the monodromy and sliding along ∂F if
the two bands are attached to the same component of L. This implies that the band is
unique up to isotopies fixing L as a set if either p1 or p2 is odd. If the two bands are
attached to different components of L, they are related by the monodromy, sliding along
∂F , and an involution. Here we can take a rotation about the horizontal axis in Figure
6 as the involution so that D1 is mapped to D2, D2 is mapped to D1, and bi is mapped
to itself. This implies that the two bands are the same up to homeomorphism.
Conversely, let α be a clean and alternating arc in F . We will show that α can be
moved into D1 or D2 so that α is disjoint from b1, . . . , bp. This will show that any band
producing a fibered link L′ can be moved into D1 or D2 by Corollary 1 and Theorem 10.
We arrange the bands b1, . . . , bp along an orientation of ∂D1 (or ∂D2). For each i ∈ {1, 2}
and j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, let δij = ∂Di ∩ ∂bj be an arc with the orientation induced by that of
Dj . Note that δ1j and δ2j are isotopic to each other in F but having opposite orientations.
It is well known that the monodromy h of F is represented by t1 ◦ t2 ◦ · · · ◦ tp−1, where
ti is a Dehn twist along a loop in F passing only once through each of bi,D1, bi+1, and
D2. Then we can see that h(δ1j) is isotopic to δ2(j+1) (similarly, h(δ2j) is isotopic to
δ1(j+1)), including the orientation, by sliding to the left hand side along ∂F . Let ĥ be
an automorphism of F such that ĥ(D1) = D2, ĥ(D2) = D1, and ĥ(bi) = bi+1(mod p).
Then ĥ is obtained from h by sliding to the left hand side along ∂F . Since α and h(α)
intersect only at their endpoints with positive signs, α is disjoint from ĥ(α). We may
assume that α minimizes the number of intersections with int(b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp), and ∂α
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consists of two points of (∂δ11 ∪ · · · ∪ ∂δ1p) ∪ (∂δ21 ∪ · · · ∪ ∂δ2p). For a contradiction,
suppose α intersects int(b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp). Then α is divided into arcs by cutting F along
b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp. Let α1, α2 be successive such arcs in D1,D2 respectively, and define the
following (see Figure 7):
(1) ∂α1 = {x, y}, where x is a point in δ1i and y is a point in δ1j .
(2) ∂α2 = {z, w}, where z is a point in δ2j and w is a point in δ2k.
(3) A component of α ∩ bj connects y and z in bj .
Set β1 := ĥ(α1), β2 := ĥ(α2), x
′ := ĥ(x), y′ := ĥ(y), z′ := ĥ(z), w′ := ĥ(w). Then
bi bj bk
x y
z w
α1
α2
Figure 7. If the arc α intersects the bands b1∪· · ·∪bp, then it is divided
into sub-arcs by cutting along the bands.
x′, y′, z′, w′ are points in δ2(i+1), δ2(j+1), δ1(j+1), δ1(k+1) respectively.
First we show that j − i ≡ ±1 (mod p) or k − j ≡ ±1 (mod p). Suppose k − j 6≡ ±1
(mod p). Let D′1 (resp., D
′
2) be a disk cut off from D1 by β2 (resp., D2 by α2), where
∂D′1 ∩ (b1 ∪ · · · ∪ bp) = (∂D
′
1 ∩ δ1(k+1)) ∪ (δ1(k+2) ∪ · · · ∪ δ1j) ∪ (∂D
′
1 ∩ δ1(j+1)) (resp.,
∂D′2∩(b1∪· · ·∪bp) = (∂D
′
2∩δ2j)∪(δ2(j+1)∪· · ·∪δ2(k−1))∪(∂D
′
2∩δ1k)). Since α1 is disjoint
from β2 in D1, two points x and y both lie in ∂D
′
1, and so i ≡ k + 1, k + 2, . . . , j − 1, or
j + 1 (mod p). On the other hand, since α2 is disjoint from β1 in D2, two points x
′ and
y′ both lie in ∂D′2, and so i+1 ≡ j, j+2, j+3, . . . , k−1, or k (mod p). Then j− i ≡ ±1
(mod p).
Next we show that if α1 is outermost in D1 and j−i ≡ 1 (mod p), then α2 is outermost
in D2 and k − j ≡ 1 (mod p). Similarly, if α2 is outermost in D2 and k − j ≡ −1 (mod
p), then α1 is outermost in D1 and j − i ≡ −1 (mod p). Suppose that α1 is outermost
in D1 and j = i+ 1 (j = 1 if i = p) . Then β1 connects a point x
′ in δ2(i+1) and a point
y′ in δ2(i+2). Recall that z is a point in δ2(i+1). Since α1 is outermost in D1, z lies in the
side of β1 containing no δ2l’s, and so α2 is parallel to β1 and is outermost in D2.
Finally we show that this results in a contradiction. Suppose α has a sub-arc α′ which
is outermost in D1 or D2 and connecting two adjacent bands. By continuing the same
argument above, we may assume that the outermost sub-arc α2 of α is outermost in D1
or D2, say D2, and k − j ≡ 1 (mod p). Since ĥ(α) passes through bj+1, there exists a
sub-arc ℓ = ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2 of L such that ℓ1 and ℓ2 are components of L ∩ ∂bj and L ∩ ∂D2
respectively, and ℓ2∩bj+1 = ∂α2∩∂δ2(j+1) is an endpoint of α. Then an arc component of
α∩ int(bj) is removable by sliding α along ℓ. In the case where ĥ(α) has a sub-arc which
is outermost in D1 or D2 and connecting two adjacent bands, by the same argument,
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ĥ(α) (and so does α) has a removable intersection with int(b1∪· · ·∪bp). This contradicts
the assumption that α minimizes the number of intersections with int(b1 ∪ . . .∪ bp). 
4.4. Band surgeries on composite fibered links. We say that a fiber surface is prime
(resp., composite) if the boundary is a prime link (resp., a composite link). Suppose F
is a composite fiber suface. There exists a 2-sphere S intersecting F in an arc, such
that neither surface cut off from F by the arc is a disk. The resulting surfaces are both
fiber surfaces for the summand links. In general, there exist pairwise disjoint 2-spheres
S1, . . . , Sm such that δi := Si∩F is an arc for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and each component of
the surface obtained from F by cutting along δ1, . . . , δn is a prime fiber surface. We call
a set {δ1, . . . , δm} of such arcs a full prime decomposing system for F . We remark that
if m = 1, a full prime decomposing system (an arc in this case) is unique up to isotopy
in F . On the other hand, there may exist several decomposing systems if m ≥ 2, but
the sets of surfaces obtained from F by cutting along decomposing systems are always
the same.
Suppose a fiber surface F is divided into prime fiber surfaces F1, . . . , Fm+1, and a
properly embedded arc α in F is divided minimizingly into sub-arcs α1, . . . , αn suc-
cessively by a full prime decomposing system {δ1, . . . , δm}, where αi is a properly em-
bedded arc in Fji for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and {pi} = αi ∩ αi+1 ⊂ ∂αi, ∂αi+1 for each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Let si, ti+1 = ±1 be the signs at pi for a pair (αi, hji(αi)) in Fji and
for a pair (αi+1, hji+1(αi+1)) in Fji+1 respectively. Remark that i∂(αi, hji(αi)) =
ti+si
2
for each i ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}, see [13]. Then we have the following.
Lemma 4.
ρ(α) =
n∑
i=1
ρ(αi) +
1
2
n−1∑
i=1
|si + ti+1|
Here if hji(αi) is isotopic to αi in Fji, (ti, si) = (1,−1) or (−1, 1) which minimizes∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1|.
Proof. First we will show that ρ(α) ≤
∑n
i=1 ρ(αi) +
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1|. We can take the
monodromies h, h1, . . . , hm+1 of F , F1, . . . , Fm+1 respectively, and α1, . . . , αn so that
h|Fj = hj and |int(αi) ∩ int(h(αi))| = ρ(αi). By moving h slightly at pi if si + ti+1 = 0,
then, we have ρ(α) ≤ |int(α) ∩ int(h(α))| =
∑n
i=1 ρ(αi) +
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1|.
Next we will show that ρ(α) ≥
∑n
i=1 ρ(αi)+
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si+ ti+1|. Put β := h(α) so that
|int(α) ∩ int(β)| = ρ(α). Then there exists a disk D, possibly with self intersection in
the boundary, such that D∩F = ∂D = α∪β. We analyze the intersection of D and the
pairwise disjoint spheres S1, . . . , Sm, where Si∩F = δi for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By a cut
and paste argument, we may assume that the intersection D ∩ (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm) consists
of arcs. Let D′ be an outermost disk cut off from D by D ∩ Si for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Suppose ∂D′ ∩ ∂D ⊂ α or ∂D′ ∩ ∂D ⊂ β. Since F is incompressible, ∂D′ ∩ ∂D is
isotopic in F to a sub-arc of δi joining the end points of the arc of D ∩ Si. Hence
such an arc of intersection D ∩ Si is removable keeping |int(α)∩ int(β)| constant. After
removing such intersections, D is divided into disks D1, . . . ,Dn by D ∩ (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm),
where ∂Di consists of αi, a sub-arc βi of β, and two parallel arcs (resp., a single arc)
of D ∩ (S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm) for each i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} (resp., i ∈ {1, n}) (see Figure 8).
This implies that hji(αi) is isotopic to βi. By sliding βi along ∂Fji in Fji so that
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the end points of βi coincide with those of αi, we have ρ(α) = |int(α) ∩ int(β)| =∑n
i=1 |int(αi) ∩ int(βi)|+
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1| ≥
∑n
i=1 ρ(αi) +
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1|. 
D1 D2 Dn
α1
β1
α2
β2
αn
βn
α
β
D
Figure 8. The diskD is divided into sub-disks by the arcs of intersection
with the prime decomposing spheres S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm.
By Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we have the following.
Theorem 14. Suppose that a fiber surface F is divided into fiber surfaces F1, . . . , Fm+1,
and a properly embedded arc α in F is divided minimizingly into sub-arcs α1, . . . , αn
successively by a full prime decomposing system {δ1, . . . , δm}, where the monodromy hj
of Fj is a composition of right hand Dehn twists or left hand Dehn twists according to
whether εj = + or −, and αi is a properly embedded arc in Fji . Then the following
holds:
(1) The arc α is clean and alternating if and only if the set {1, . . . , n} is partitioned
into two sets A and B, with A consisting of an odd number of elements, so that αi
is clean and alternating in Fji and εji appears as + and − alternately in ascending
order for i ∈ A, and αi is parallel to the boundary ∂Fji in Fji for any i ∈ B.
(2) The arc α is once-unclean and non-alternating if and only if either:
(2-1) the set {1, . . . , n} is partitioned into two sets A and B, with A consisting of
an even number of elements, so that αi is clean and alternating in Fji except
for one once-unclean alternating arc and εji appears as + and − alternately
in ascending order for i ∈ A, and αi is parallel to the boundary ∂Fji in Fji for
any i ∈ B, or
(2-2) the set {1, . . . , n} is partitioned into two sets A and B, with A consisting of
an odd number of elements, so that αi is clean and alternating in Fji and εji
appears as + and − alternately except one successive pair in ascending order
for i ∈ A, and αi is parallel to the boundary ∂Fji in Fji for any i ∈ B.
Proof. By Lemma 3, αi is non-alternating (ti + si = 0) if and only if hji(αji) is isotopic
to αi in Fji , and if αi is alternating (ti + si 6= 0) then ti = si = εji . Since Fji is
prime, hji(αi) is isotopic to αi in Fji if and only if αi is parallel to the boundary ∂Fji
in Fji . Partition the set {1, . . . , n} into A and B so that αi is alternating if i ∈ A, and
parallel to the boundary ∂Fji in Fji if i ∈ B. Suppose that i ∈ A and i + 1 ∈ B (resp.,
i−1 ∈ B), then ρ(αi) = 0, and (ti, si) can be taken as (εi+1,−εi+1) (resp., (−εi−1, εi−1))
so that si and ti+1 (resp., si−1 and ti) cancel. Hence we can ignore the elements of B
when we calculate the the number
∑n
i=1 ρ(αi) +
1
2
∑n−1
i=1 |si + ti+1|. We remark that
i∂(α, h(α)) = εji + εji′ , where i and i
′ are the first and the last elements of A.
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(1) By definition, the arc α is clean and alternating if and only if ρ(α) = 0 and
i∂(α, h(α)) = ±1. By Lemma 4, ρ(α) = 0 if and only if αi is clean for each i ∈ A, and
εji + εji′ = 0 for each pair of successive integers i and i
′ in A. Then (1) of Theorem 14
holds.
(2) By the definition, the arc α is once-unclean and non-alternating if and only if
ρ(α) = 1 and i∂(α, h(α)) = 0. By Lemma 4, ρ(α) = 1 if and only if either: (2-1) αi is
clean for i ∈ A except one once-unclean, and εji+εji′ = 0 for a pair of successive integers
i and i′ in A, or (2-2) αi is clean for i ∈ A. and εji + εj′i = 0 for a pair of successive
integers i and i′ in A except for one pair. Then (2) of Theorem 14 holds. 
The following corollary is derived from Theorem 14 by considering the case when
ε1 = · · · = εm+1 = + or ε1 = · · · = εm+1 = −.
Corollary 3. Suppose a fiber surface F is composite, has monodromy which is a com-
position of right hand Dehn twists or left hand Dehn twists, and that an arc α in F is
clean and alternating. Then there exists a full prime decomposing system {δ1, . . . , δm}
such that α is disjoint from δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ δm.
Proof. Let {δ1, . . . , δm} be a full prime decomposing system for F , so that F is divided
into fiber surfaces F1, . . . , Fm+1 by {δ1, . . . , δm}. Suppose that a clean alternating arc α in
F is divided minimizingly into sub-arcs α1, . . . , αn (n ≥ 2) successively by {δ1, . . . , δm},
i.e. |α ∩ (δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ δm)| = n − 1. Then the monodromy hj of Fj is a composition of
right hand Dehn twists or left hand Dehn twists according to whether that of F is a
composition of right hand Dehn twists or left hand Dehn twists. By Theorem 14 (1),
there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that αk is clean and alternating, and any other arc αi
(i ∈ {1, . . . , n}−{k}) is parallel to ∂Fji in Fji (i.e. the set A in Theorem 14 (1) must be
a singleton set {k} in this case). Without loss of generality, we may assume that k 6= n,
αn−1 and αn are arcs in Fm and Fm+1 respectively, and Fm ∩ Fm+1 = δm. Since αn is
parallel to ∂Fm+1 in Fm+1, αn divides Fm+1 into a disk D and a surface F
′
m+1 which is
homeomorphic to Fm+1, and divides δm into a and b, where a ⊂ ∂F
′
m+1 and b ⊂ ∂D. Let
δ′m be an arc obtained from αn ∪ a by pushing slightly into the interor of F
′
m+1. Then
the set {δ1, . . . , δm−1, δ
′
m} is a new full prime decomposing system which divides F into
F1, . . . , Fm−1, F
′
m, F
′
m+1, where F
′
m = Fm ∪D, and |α ∩ (δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ δm−1 ∪ δ
′
m)| < n− 1.
By continuing such operations, we obtain a full prime decomposing system for F which
is disjoint from α. 
Hence, in Corollary 1, if we assume that L is composite, we can take decomposing
spheres for L so that the band of a Hopf banding is disjoint from the decomposing
spheres. Then we have the following from Corollary 2.
Corollary 4. Suppose L′ is obtained from L = T (2, p)#T (2, q) by a coherent band
surgery along b and χ(L′) > χ(L), where p, q > 1. If L′ is fibered, then L′ is a
connected sum T (2, p1)#T (2, p2)#T (2, q) or T (2, p)#T (2, q1)#T (2, q2), where p1, p2,
q1, q2 are positive integers with p1 + p2 = p, q1 + q2 = q. Moreover, for each L
′ =
T (2, p1)#T (2, p2)#T (2, q) or T (2, p)#T (2, q1)#T (2, q2), the band is unique up to home-
omorphisms.
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5. Dehn surgeries along arc-loops
Let L be a fibered link in a manifold M with fiber F , and let α be an arc in F .
There exists a disk D in M such that D ∩ F = α and ∂D is disjoint from F . We call
c = ∂D an α-loop, or generally an arc-loop. In this section we will characterize Dehn
surgeries along arc-loops preserving F as a fiber surface, using results of Ni [24] about
surgeries on knots in trivial sutured manifolds. In Section 6 and Section 7, we will use
this characterization for that of generalized crossing changes and an alternative proof of
Theorem 1, respectively.
Theorem 15 ([24]). Suppose F is a compact surface and that c ⊂ F × I is a simple
closed curve. Suppose that γ is a non-trivial slope on c, and that N(γ) is the manifold
obtained from F×I via the γ-surgery on c. If the pair (N(γ), (∂F )×I) is homeomorphic
to the pair (F × I, (∂F )× I), then one can isotope c such that its image on F under the
natural projection p : F × I → F has either no crossing or exactly 1 crossing.
The slope can be determined as follows: Let λb be the frame specified by the surface
F . When the projection has no crossing, γ = 1
n
for some integer n with respect to λb;
when the minimal projection has exactly 1 crossing, γ = λb.
Remark 6. Conversely, the surgeries in the statement of Theorem 15 do not change the
homeomorphism type of the pair (F × I, (∂F ) × I).
Our first objective will be to relate such a loop c to an arc-loop.
Definition. In F × [0, 1], a loop c is said to be in 1-bridge position (w.r.t. x1, x2) if c
is partitioned into arcs, τ, β, ν1, ν2, where τ is embedded in F × {
1
3}, β is embedded in
F × {23}, and νi = {xi} ×
[
1
3 ,
2
3
]
(i = 1, 2).
We extend this definition to a loop c in the complement of a fibered link L in a
manifold M with fiber surface F if c is in 1-bridge position in the product structure of
the complementary sutured manifold of F .
Definition. We will say that two loops c and c′ in 1-bridge positions are 1-bridge isotopic
if there is an isotopy from c to c′ so that the curves are in 1-bridge positions throughout
the transformation (where the points x1, x2 may change throughout).
Recall that p : F × I → F is the natural projection map defined by p(x, t) = x.
The 1-bridge crossing number of a loop c in 1-bridge position, bc1(c), is the minimum
number of crossings of p(c) over all 1-bridge positions that are 1-bridge isotopic to c. The
minimum 1-bridge crossing number of a loop c having 1-bridge positions, mbc1(c), is the
minimum of the 1-bridge crossing number over all 1-bridge positions that are isotopic to
c. We will show that mbc1(c) = bc1(c) for any loop c in 1-bridge position.
Lemma 5. Let c and c′ be loops in F × I in 1-bridge positions. If c and c′ are isotopic
in F × I, then c and c′ are 1-bridge isotopic. Hence mbc1(c) = bc1(c) = bc1(c
′).
Proof. First, by shrinking β and sliding the νi along with the endpoints of β, we may
assume that β is a very short arc in F ×{23}. Observe that τ can be slid out of the way
during this transformation, so that this operation is a 1-bridge isotopy. Let p : F×I → F
be the projection map defined by p(x, t) = x. Then, observe further that the number
of double-points of c under the map p does not change during this transformation.
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Similarly, we may shrink β′, and then translate β′ through F ×{23} via 1-bridge isotopy
so that β = β′ (and therefore also so that νi = ν
′
i for i = 1, 2).
Let s = (x1,
1
3), one of the endpoints of τ . The projection map induces an isomorphism
on fundamental groups, so that π1(F × I, s) ∼= π1(F, x1) via p∗. Then, since c and c
′ are
isotopic in F × I, we have [c]F×I = ℓ
−1 ∗ [c′]F×I ∗ ℓ for some word ℓ ∈ π1(F × I, s). In
fact, up to homotopy in π1(F × I, s), we can take ℓ to be a loop in F ×{
1
3}, based at s,
containing the arc parallel to β in F × {13} as a sub-arc, and never intersecting the arc
parallel to β in F × {13}.
We now perform a 1-bridge isotopy of c′ by dragging β′ ∪ ν ′1 ∪ ν
′
2 along ℓ. Any time
ℓ intersects τ ′, move τ ′ out of the way of the feet of ν ′1 ∪ ν
′
2, dragging τ
′ along for the
duration of the isotopy. Any time ℓ intersects itself, the isotopy will eventually run into
τ ′ a second time, so we simply drag it along in the same way, see Figure 9. Call the
result c′′ = τ ′′∪β′′∪ν ′′1 ∪ν
′′
2 . By design, we now have [c
′′]F×I = ℓ
−1 ∗ [c′]F×I ∗ ℓ = [c]F×I .
Thus, [p(c)]F = p∗([c]F×I) = p∗([c
′′]F×I) = [p(c
′′)]F . Now, since β = β
′′, we in fact know
⇒ ⇒ ⇒
ℓ
c′ c′′
Figure 9. 1-bridge isotopy along ℓ.
that p(τ) and p(τ ′′) are homotopic in F , and hence are isotopic in F , fixing endpoints
(see [2]). This isotopy clearly lifts to a 1-bridge isotopy from c to c′′. Thus, ultimately
c, c′ and c′′ are all related by 1-bridge isotopy. 
Lemma 6. Let c and c′ be loops in the complement of a fibered link, L, in 1-bridge
positions. If c and c′ are isotopic in M rL, then there exists an integer k, so that c and
Hk(c′) are 1-bridge isotopic, where H is the natural automorphism of M rL induced by
the monodromy of the link. Hence mbc1(c) = bc1(c) = bc1(c
′).
Proof. Consider the infinite cyclic cover N˜ ∼= F × R, with covering map P : N˜ → N =
M rL defined by P (x, t) = (hk(x), t− k), for t ∈ [k, k+1]. Then, the automorphism H
lifts to a map T : N˜ → N˜ defined by T (x, t) = (x, t+ 1).
The isotopy from c to c′ in M rL lifts to an isotopy from a lift c˜ of c to a lift c˜′ of c′,
in N˜ . By relabeling if necessary, we may take c˜′ to be in F × [0, 1] ⊂ F ×R, and c˜ to be
in F × [k, k + 1] for some k ∈ Z≥0. Then let ĉ′ = T
k(c˜′), so that ĉ′ is isotopic to c˜ in N˜ ,
and ĉ′ ⊂ F × [k, k + 1].
The isotopy from ĉ′ to c˜ is supported in a compact region of N˜ , so we can restrict our
attention to F × [m,n], for some m,n ∈ Z, with m ≤ 0 < k + 1 ≤ n.
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Now, ĉ′ and c˜ can be considered to be in 1-bridge positions in F × [m,n]. Hence, by
Lemma 5 , ĉ′ and c˜ are 1-bridge isotopic in F × [m,n] ⊂ N˜ . This descends to a 1-bridge
isotopy in M r L from Hk(c′) to c.

Let F be a fiber surface of a fibered link, and let α be a properly embedded arc in F .
Recall that a loop formed by ‘pushing-off’ α from F is an α-loop.
Now, we will use these results to characterize arc-loops in a surface which can be
pushed into the surface with all crossings contained in a single sub-arc.
Lemma 7. If c is an α-loop, then ρ(α) = mbc1(c).
Remark 7. Observe that every α-loop is in a 1-bridge position with ρ(α) crossings, but
there probably exist loops with 1-bridge positions that are not isotopic to arc-loops.
Proof. Let c′ be an arc-loop representative isotopic to c. Then, as in Remark 7, c′ is in
1-bridge position. Hence, by Lemma 6 , there is a 1-bridge isotopy taking c to c′, and
bc1(c
′) = mbc1(c). Further, p(c
′) is exactly the result of pushing half of c′ through the
monodromy, so that bc1(c
′) = ρ(α). 
Now we will characterize Dehn surgeries along arc-loops preserving a fiber surface.
Since any arc-loop bounds a disk in M , we can take the preferred longitude for surgery
slopes.
Theorem 3. Suppose F is a fiber surface in M and c is an α-loop. Suppose that γ is a
non-trivial slope on c, and that N(γ) is the manifold obtained from M via the γ-surgery
on c. Then F is a fiber surface in N(γ) if and only if
(1) α is clean and γ = i∂(α) +
1
n
for some integer n, or
(2) α is once-unclean and γ = i∂(α).
Proof. Since F is fiber surface and c is disjoint from F , we may assume c is inM r n(F ) =
F×I. Theorem 15 tells us thatmbc1(c) ≤ 1 in the case when F is a fiber surface in N(γ).
Then, by Lemma 7, α is either clean, or once-unclean with respect to the monodromy
for F , depending on whether c has zero or one crossings, respectively.
Let λ be the preferred longitude on c, µ be a meridian for c, and λb the ‘black-
board’ frame induced by the surface F together with the small bridge, as in [24]. Then
λb = λ+ i∂(α) · µ. By Theorem 15, the surgery slope γ must be
n · λb + µ = n · λ+ (n · i∂(α) + 1) · µ
if c has no crossing, and must be
λb = λ+ i∂(α) · µ
if c has a single crossing. 
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6. Characterization of generalized crossing changes between fibered
links
In this section we will characterize generalized crossing changes between fibered links.
Throughout this section, L and L′ are oriented links in a manifold M related by a
generalized crossing change. More precisely, there exists a disk D in M such that L
intersects D in two points with opposite orientations, and L′ is the image of L after
(− 1
n
)-Dehn surgery along c = ∂D for some n ∈ Zr {0}. The curve c is called a crossing
circle, and we say that L′ is the result of a generalized crossing change of order n. When
n = ±1, this is just an ordinary crossing change.
Scharlemann and Thompson [28] showed that in the case n = ±1, there exists a taut
Seifert surface F for L or L′, say L, such that F is disjoint from c but intersects D in
an arc, and described surface locally. For |n| > 1, Kalfagianni and Lin [18] showed a
similar result.
Theorem 16 ([28], [18]). Suppose L′ is obtained from L in S3 by a generalized crossing
change of order n. Then χ(L′) ≥ χ(L) if and only if L has a taut Seifert surface F such
that F is disjoint from c but intersects D in an arc. Moreover, χ(L′) > χ(L) if and
only if F is a plumbing of a (−n)-times twisted annulus, A, and a surface, F ′′, which is
disjoint from D, and the result, A′, of A after the twist is compressible.
Suppose now that L is a fibered link. Let α be the arc D ∩ F in Theorem 16. Recall
that we call c an α-loop. We will say that performing the generalized crossing change
((− 1
n
)-Dehn surgery) along c is an n-twist along α. Here an ε-twist is right- or left-handed
if ε = 1 or −1, respectively.
As mentioned earlier, the result of a plumbing of two surfaces is a fiber surface if and
only if both summands are fiber surfaces ([8, 9]). Further, the only fiber annuli are the
left- and right-handed Hopf annuli. Thus, by Theorem 10, we can restate the last part
of Theorem 16 as follows:
Theorem 17. Suppose L is a fibered link in S3 with fiber F , and L′ is obtained from L
by an n-twist along α, where α is a properly embedded arc in F . Then χ(L′) > χ(L) if
and only if n = ±1, and α is clean and alternating with i∂(α) = −n.
Moreover, Kobayashi showed that the resulting surface of the n-twist along α is a pre-
fiber surface [20, Theorem 2], and he also characterized α in the pre-fiber surface [20,
Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 8.1]. For the remaining case, we will characterize generalized
crossing changes between fibered links L and L′ with χ(L) = χ(L′).
Observe that if a crossing circle is nugatory (i.e. bounds a disk in the complement of
the link), then any generalized crossing change will not change the link. For the case
of knots, Kalfagianni [17] showed the converse holds: if a crossing change on a fibered
knot yields a fibered knot that is isotopic to the original, then the crossing circle must
be nugatory.
Stallings proved if F is a fiber surface, and the loop c is isotopic into F so that the
framing on c induced by F agrees with that of D, then the image of F after ±1-Dehn
surgery along c is a fiber surface for the resulting link [29]. This came to be known as a
Stallings twist. Yamamoto proved that twisting along an arc is a Stallings twist if and
only if the arc α is clean and non-alternating [32] (see also Theorem 8). (Note that a
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crossing change is nugatory if and only if the arc α is fixed by the monodromy. In this
case, α is clean and non-alternating. Since the crossing circle can be isotoped to a trivial
loop in the surface F , this can also be considered a special case of a Stallings twist.)
We generalize Yamamoto’s result and characterize exactly when twisting along an arc
results in a fiber surface.
Theorem 18. Suppose F is a fiber surface, and α is a properly embedded arc in F . Let
F ′ be the resulting surface of an ε-twist along α for ε ∈ {±1}. Then F ′ is a fiber surface
if and only if itotal(α) = 0 (i.e., α is clean and non-alternating) or α is once-unclean
and alternating with i∂(α) = −ε.
Proof. Plumb a Hopf annulus along an arc parallel to the boundary of F , with endpoints
on either side of α, so that the trivial sub-disk cut off by this arc contains only one point,
p, of ∂α. The result is a new fibered link, together with its fiber, F ′′. Observe that the
monodromy of F ′′ differs from that of F by exactly a Dehn twist along the core of the
newly plumbed on Hopf annulus, right- or left-handed depending on the twist of the
Hopf annulus.
Now, the result of cutting F ′′ along α is exactly F ′. So, by Theorem 1, F ′ is a fiber
if and only if α is clean, alternating, or once-unclean, non-alternating in F ′′. The arc α
will be clean, alternating in F ′′ exactly when α is clean, non-alternating in F and the
sign of the Hopf annulus disagrees with the sign of i(α, h(α)) at p in F , where h is the
monodromy of F . The arc α will be once-unclean, non-alternating in F ′′ exactly when
either α is clean, non-alternating in F and the sign of the Hopf annulus agrees with the
sign of i(α, h(α)) at p in F , or when α is once-unclean, alternating in F , and the sign of
the Hopf annulus disagrees with the sign of i(α, h(α)) at p in F . 
By Theorem 16, we have Theorem 4 as a translation of Theorem 18.
Theorem 4. Suppose a link L′ is obtained from a fibered link L in S3 with fiber F by a
crossing change, and χ(L′) = χ(L). Then L′ is a fibered link if and only if the crossing
change is a Stallings twist or an ε-twist along an arc α in F , where α is once-unclean
and alternating with i∂(α) = −ε.
In fact, using Theorem 3, we can characterize any generalized crossing change between
fibered links of the same Euler characteristic.
Theorem 5. Suppose L and L′ are fibered links in S3 related by a generalized crossing
change with χ(L) = χ(L′). Then the generalized crossing change is an n-twist around
an arc α, and one of the following holds:
(1) α is clean and non-alternating,
(2) n = ±2, and α is clean and alternating with i∂(α) = −n/2, or
(3) n = ±1, and α is once-unclean and alternating with i∂(α) = −n.
Proof. Let F be a fiber surface of L. By Theorem 16, c is an α-loop for some arc α in
F and F is a fiber surface after (− 1
n
)-surgery on c. Then, by Theorem 3, α is clean and
−
1
n
= i∂(α) +
1
m
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for some integer m, or α is once-unclean and
−
1
n
= i∂(α).
If α is clean, then either i∂(α) = 0 so α is non-alternating, or n = ±2 and i∂(α) = −n/2.
If α is once-unclean, then n = ±1 and i∂(α) = −n. 
Corollary 5. If L and L′ are related as above, and the twist is around a once-unclean, al-
ternating arc, then the monodromy map changes by composition with t2at
2
bt
−1
c or t
−2
a t
−2
b tc,
depending not on n, but on ip(α, h(α)) at the interior point of intersection between α and
h(α), where ta denotes a Dehn twist about the curve a, and a, b, c are the loops formed
by resolving the intersection of α ∪ h(α) in two ways, as in [24].
Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.4 of [24]. 
7. An alternative proof of Theorem 1
In this section we will give an alternative proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 3. Let
L be a fibered link in a manifold M with fiber F , and let F ′ be a surface obtained
from F by cutting along an arc α. Let c be an α-loop. We consider F in N(0) which
is obtained from M by 0-surgery on c. Theorem 3 gives the following necessary and
sufficient condition for F to be a fiber surface in N(0).
(1) α is clean and i∂(α) = ±1, or
(2) α is once-unclean and i∂(α) = 0.
This is the same condition as in Theorem 1. Then Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 8
below.
Lemma 8. F ′ is a fiber surface in M if and only if F is a fiber surface in N(0).
Remark 8. A statement analogous to Lemma 8 holds replacing fiber surface with taut
surface, since tautness is also invariant under product decomposition and reverse oper-
ations.
Proof. The idea of this proof is based on Proof of Claim 2 in [28]. Take a small neigh-
borhood n(c) of c and a small product neighborhood n(F ) = F × I of F so that n(c)
and n(F ) are disjoint. Let D be a disk α× I in n(F ) and let β be a loop ∂D in ∂(n(F )).
By the definition of α-loop, there exists an annulus in M r (n(c) ∪ n(F )) with boundary
components β and a longitude λ on ∂(n(c)). Then β bounds a disk D′ in N(0)r n(F ),
the union of the annulus and a meridional disk of the solid torus filled into N(0). Since
β intersects the suture ∂F at two points, D′ is a product disk for the sutured manifold
(N(0) r n(F ), ∂F ). A product neighborhood n(F ′) = F ′×I is obtained from n(F ) by re-
moving a neighborhood of D, and soM r n(F ′) is obtained fromM r n(F ) by attaching
a 2-handle along β. Attaching to M r n(F ) a 2-handle along β is equivalent to deleting
from N(0) r n(F ) a neighborhood of D′. Then a sutured manifold (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′) is
obtained from (N(0)r n(F ), ∂F ) by decomposing along D′.
(N(0) r n(F ), ∂F )
D′
❀ (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′).
Since the triviality of a sutured manifold is invariant under product decomposition and
reverse operations, F ′ is a fiber surface inM if and only if F is a fiber surface inN(0). 
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Corollary 6. Suppose F and F ′ are related as above, and α is once-unclean, non-
alternating. Let h and h′ be monodromies of F and F ′ respectively. Then (t2at
2
b t
−1
c h)|F ′ =
h′ or (t−2a t
−2
b tch)|F ′ = h
′, depending on ip(α, h(α)) at the interior point of intersection
between α and h(α), where ta denotes a Dehn twist about the curve a, and a, b, c are the
loops formed by resolving the intersection of α ∪ h(α) in two ways, as in [24].
Remark 9. Theorem 11 tells us that F is a generalized Hopf banding of F ′. The loops
a, b, c in Corollary 6 for a generalized Hopf banding are depicted in Figure 10. For an
arc ℓ in F ′ with a single self-intersection point, there are two generalized Hopf bandings
depending on which part of the band is in the higher position at the place of overlap. The
two monodromies in Corollary 6 correspond to these two surfaces. If the self-intersection
point of ℓ is removable in F ′, then the genralized Hopf banding is a Hopf banding. In
that case, b is trivial in F ′ (and so in F ), a and c are isotopic to each other in F , and so
t2at
2
bt
−1
c = ta, t
−2
a t
−2
b tc = t
−1
a , is a Dehn twist along the core of the Hopf annulus.
ℓ
c
b
a
Figure 10. Loops of Dehn twists for a generalized Hopf banding.
Proof. Let h0 be the monodromy of F in N(0), i.e. (F × [0, 1])/h0 is homeomorphic
to N(0)r n(F ). By Proposition 1.4 of [24], then, t2at
2
b t
−1
c h = h0 or t
−2
a t
−2
b tch = h0.
In the proof of Lemma 8, recall that the product disk D′ of (N(0)r n(F ), ∂F ) is the
boundary of a disk α× I, and (M r n(F ′), ∂F ′) is obtained from (N(0)r n(F ), ∂F ) by
decomposing along D′. This implies that h0(α) = α and h0|F ′ = h
′. 
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